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We study the classical electromagnetic enhancement at the excitation wavelength related to surface
enhanced Raman scattering~SERS! experimental configurations in the vicinity of random rough
metal surfaces possessing self-affine scaling behavior. The scattered electromagnetic intensity is
obtained by means of numerical calculations based on the rigorous integral equations formulation of
the electromagnetic wave scattering, free from the limitations of electrostatic and/or dipolar
approximations. From the enhancement of the scattered field intensity in the immediate vicinity of
the surface, originated in the excitation of transversal-magnetic surface plasmon polaritons, the
SERS electromagnetic mechanism on substrates of Ag, Au, and Cu is explored as a function of the
surface fractal dimension, rms height, and excitation wavelength. It is found that fractality favors the
occurrence of large electromagnetic enhancements, which in turn appear to be maximum at an
optimum wavelength as a result of the compromise between roughness-induced light coupling into
surface plasmons and absorptive losses. This optimum wavelength is shorter for Ag than for Au and
Cu. Maximum local enhancements on the order of 103 are encountered for the three metals being
considered. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50101-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface enhanced Raman scattering~SERS! was first de-
tected for pyridine adsorbed at silver electrodes after an e
trochemical oxidation-reduction cycle.1–3 This cycle ~so-
called ‘‘activation cycle’’! seems to be the important part
the ‘‘SERS activation.’’ In fact, several authors4–6 have con-
cluded that the properties of the surface, rather than thos
the adsorbate, govern the onset of a surface as ‘‘SERS
tive.’’ Much of the current interest in SERS is directed t
ward developing a theoretical model to account for this
markable phenomenon~recall that the SERS signal can b
enhanced by a factor 106!, especially the role played by su
face roughness. Thus far the origin of the SERS phenome
is not entirely clear, but it is generally accepted to be attr
utable to a large extent to one enhancement mechan
firmly established as of electromagnetic~EM! nature.4–8 ~In
addition to the EM mechanism, other effects, such as re
nance Raman scattering9 or chemisorption,10 can have a mul-
tiplicative impact upon the SERS signal.!

The EM field enhancement~FE! stems from the
roughness-induced excitation of surface-plasmon polarit
~SPP! by the incoming light,11 resulting in large EM fields in
the vicinity of the metal surface that strongly polarize t
adsorbed molecules. A similar EM enhancement is assu
to occur at the Raman-shifted frequencies, which combi
with the former direct enhancement may give rise to an ov
all FE factor on the order of or above 104. A SPP can be
either propagating along a continuous surface12–16 ~extended
SPP!, confined within metal particles~particle plasmon
resonances,5,6,17–19,21! or even localized due to Anderso

a!Phone: ~34-1! 561-6800; Fax: ~34-1! 564-5557; electronic mail:
jsanchez@pinar1.csic.es
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localization15,22–24~localized SPP!; of course, some of thes
effects may take place altogether on real SERS metal s
strates. It is interesting to note that most of the numer
theoretical works devoted to the description of the E
mechanism, from the subsequent papers following SE
first reports~cf. Refs. 4–6,8, and references therein! to more
recent calculations,18,19 rely on the electrostatic and/or dipo
lar approximations. The full EM character of the FE mech
nism has only been theoretically considered through per
bative or approximative methods22,26 or in the case of
periodically corrugated metal surfaces.13,14,16,27

From all of these studies, it has been commonly accep
that ‘‘surface roughness’’ is very important for SERS.
should be recalled that there are other ways of produc
‘‘SERS active’’ surfaces than by electrochemical activatio
Cold deposited silver islands films and silver or gold colloi
are the most widely used. The scale of the roughness w
induces FE may be on the order of 50–200 nm, submic
scopic (,100 Å), or even atomic.4 In the case of colloids,
their aggregation is necessary to obtain the SERS effect;28–31

interestingly, the internal structure of the so formed agg
gates can be in most cases characterized in terms
fractality.19,29–32 Fractals are structures possessing s
similar, or self-affine, scaling properties, which appear ub
uitously in nature;33,34particularly, many surface growth pro
cesses create such structures.35

Our aim in this paper is to address the issue of the dir
EM enhancement on continuous, fractal metal surfaces f
the rigorous standpoint of classical electrodynamics. To t
end, we present an exact integral equations formulation
the EM wave scattering, which is not restricted to the lim
tations of electrostatic and/or dipolar approximations. T
formulation has been successfully employed through num
31717/9/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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318 J. A. Sánchez-Gil and J. V. Garcı́a-Ramos: Direct electromagnetic enhancement in SERS
cal simulation calculations to study the far field scatte
from one-dimensional, randomly rough, either metal or
electric, surfaces.15,36–39 We will apply it to calculate the
linearly-polarized EM field in the vicinity of self-affine frac
tal surfaces of Ag, Au, and Cu, similar to those mention
above that are used as SERS substrates. In this regard
liminary results point out the ability of this kind of surface
to generate large surface FE.40 Here we analyze in detail th
origin of such FE and the dependence on both roughn
parameters~fractal dimension and rms height deviation! and
excitation wavelength.

The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and
respectively, the theoretical formulation and the model u
to generate the fractal surfaces are given. The numerica
sults thus obtained for the near and surface field intens
are shown and discussed in Sec. IV with regard to the in
ence of the fractal dimension and the frequency on the SE
EM mechanism. In Sec. V we summarize the main conc
sions derived from this work.

II. EM SCATTERING THEORY

Let us model the geometry associated with typical SE
experimental configurations exploiting metal surfaces
means of a one-dimensionally rough, vacuum–metal in
facez5z(x). The metal occupying the lower half-space@z
<z(x)# is characterized by an isotropic, homogeneo
frequency-dependent dielectric functione,(v). This surface
is illuminated by a monochromatic, linearly polarized Gau
ian beam of frequencyv52p/l and half-widthW incident
at an angleu0 measured counterclockwise with respect to
positivez axis.

The restrictions to one-dimensional surfaces and line
polarized incident beams have the advantage that not
simplify the formulation, while still rigorously considerin
the scattering processes relevant to interpret the SERS
mechanism. In fact, under such conditions, we can red
the initial three-dimensional vectorial problem to a tw
dimensional scalar one, where the EM field is entirely d
scribed by they-component@denoted byUb(r ,v), with r
5(x,z)# of, respectively, the electric field forb5s polariza-
tion ~transversal electric! and the magnetic field forb5p
polarization~transversal magnetic!. It should be emphasize
that this simplification, unlike the case of straight scalar f
mulations, stems only from the scattering geometry, so
the full vector, EM character of the problem is preserved

We aim to calculate the scattered electromagnetic fi
particularly, its intensity and polarization in the vicinity o
the metal surface, where the field enhancement leadin
stronger SERS signals from the adsorbed molecules sh
be larger. Our rigorous calculation method is based upon
exact integral equations formulation of the above mentio
scattering problem.15,36–39 This formulation can be briefly
summarized as follows. On the basis of the Helmholtz eq
tions satisfied by the field in the upperUb

.(r ,v)(z.z) and
lower Ub

,(r ,v)(z,z) semi-infinite half-spaces, and by ap
plying the Green’s theorem and recalling the radiation c
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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ditions at infinity, we are led to the following four integra
equations,

Ub
~ i !~r ,v!1

1

4p E
2`

`

dx8FUb
.~r 8,v!

]G.~r ,r 8:v!

]n8

2G.~r ,r 8:v!
]Ub

.~r 8,v!

]n8
Gg85Ub

.~r ,v!, z.z~x!

~2.1a!

50, z,z~x!; ~2.1b!

2
1

4p E
2`

`

dx8FUb
,~r 8,v!

]G,~r ,r 8:v!

]n8

2G,~r ,r 8:v!
]Ub

,~r 8,v!

]n8
Gg850, z.z~x! ~2.1c!

5Ub
,~r ,v!, z,z~x!;

~2.1d!

where r 85@x8,z85z(x8)# and the normal derivative is
]/]n[(n̂–¹) ~with n̂[g21@2z8(x),1# and g5$1
1@z8(x)#2%1/2). The Green’s functionG is given by the
zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind. In our wor
the incident field, as mentioned above, is given by the Gau
ian beam,36

Ub
~ i !@~x,z!,v#5expH i

v

c
~x sin u02z cosu0!

3@11w~x,z!#J
3exp@2W22~x cosu01z sin u0!2#,

~2.2a!

w~x,z!5
c2

v2W2 @2W22~x cosu01z sin u0!221#.

~2.2b!

The integral Eqs.~2.1! enable us to obtain an exact solutio
for the scattering of as- or p-polarized electromagnetic
wave. A set of two coupled integral equations can be
tained by using Eqs.~2.1a! and~2.1c! as extended boundar
conditions with the aid of the continuity conditions acro
the interface,

Ub
.~r ,v!uz5z~1 !~x!5Ub

,~r ,v!uz5z~2 !~x! , ~2.3a!

F]Ub
.~r ,v!

]n G
z5z~1 !~x!

5
1

ab
F]Ub

,~r ,v!

]n G
z5z~2 !~x!

,

~2.3b!

with as51 and ap5e,/e., and z (6)(x)5 lime→0@z(x)
6e]. As shown in detail in Ref. 38, upon numerically solv
ing the resulting system of integral equations for the surf
field and its normal derivative, which play the role of sour
functions, the scattered field in the entire space can be
culated from Eqs.~2.1a! and ~2.1d!. Therefore, for our pur-
pose, the exact, self-consistent surface field results dire
from one of the source functions, and then Eq.~2.1a! will be
used to calculate such total field at any other positionr in
No. 1, 1 January 1998
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319J. A. Sánchez-Gil and J. V. Garcı́a-Ramos: Direct electromagnetic enhancement in SERS
vacuumz.z. Note that this total field consists of the inc
dent field plus the scattered field, the latter being in tu
given by the surface integral in the left-hand side of E
~2.1a!. We will deal in the numerical calculations with th
former surface integral as shown in Eq.~2.1a!, unlike in
Refs. 15, 36–38 in which it was manipulated to yield the
field scattering amplitudes. Apart from the resulting to
field intensity

I b~r ,v!5uUb
.~r ,v!u2, ~2.4!

we define the EM field enhancement factor as the normal
intensity,

sb~v!5
I b~v!

uUb
~ i !~v!u2 . ~2.5!

~Strictly speaking,sb makes full sense forr in the region
illuminated by the central spot of the incident beam.! Rel-
evant to the SERS signal is the product of FE at the exc
tion and Raman frequencies~respectively,v andv8! which
can be approximated by the square of the FE at the pu
frequency.27

The numerical implementation of the above given fo
mulation relies on the conversion of the integral equatio
into linear equations. By means of a quadrature scheme
surface is truncated to a lengthL consisting ofN sampling
points.36 In practice, for every realization of the random su
face, it reduces to solving a system of 2N complex linear
equations for the source functions, followed by a vect
matrix multiplication to obtain the scattered field at ea
position in the vacuum half-space. Furthermore, when sta
tical quantities such as ensemble averages~^•••&! or probabil-
ity density functions~PDF! are needed, the procedure is r
peated for a sufficiently large numberNr of surface profile
realizations~ergodicity is assumed!. Finally, various numeri-
cal tests are performed as regards energy conservation,
procity, and convergence with increasingN andNr ~cf. Refs.
15, 36!.

It should be mentioned that the assumption that the
per propagating medium@z.z(x)# is vacuum withe.51
can be easily modified to account for any other isotropic a
homogeneous dielectric medium by conveniently renorm
izing the dielectric functions and the incoming bea
wavelength.41 Also, despite the fact that the region occupi
by the metal is semi-infinite, our theoretical model can be
practice applied to metal films on a semi-infinite substr
provided that their thickness be sufficiently large compa
to the metal skin depthd5c@e,(v)#21/2/v. However, in the
case of Ag island films for which plasmon resonances
isolated particles are crucial,5,6,17 the surface geometry
should be correspondingly modified to account for su
close contours.

III. FRACTAL SURFACE MODEL

The theoretical formulation described in the preced
section can be applied to any kind of either random or de
ministic surfaces provided that the profile function is know
In this paper we are interested in random fractal surfac
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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which are modeled by the time dependence of the trace@i.e.,
the x dependence of the heightz5z(x)# of a one-
dimensional fractional Brownian motion~fBm!, leading to
self-affine fractals33–35,42 that reproduce the properties o
many naturally occurring surfaces. Self-affinity implies th
the scaling relations posses different ratios depending on
direction ~along x and z!. It is characterized by the loca
fractal dimension D522H, H being the Hurst
exponent;34,42the global fractal dimension is 1~recall that for
self-affine fractals the fractal dimension is not uniquely d
fined!. In order to generate such fractal surfaces to an a
trary resolution, we employ the successive random addi
algorithm proposed by Voss.42

Inasmuch as we are dealing with physical~rather than
pure mathematical! fractals, generated numerically, whos
fractal properties are hence limited to a range of scales,
convenient to perform numerical tests to the resulting d
crete surfaces. In Fig. 1 the PDF of heights and the norm
ized variance of incrementsVH(x)5^@z(x)2z(0)#2&/
^z(x)2& are shown as obtained from Voss’ algorithm for d
ferent Hurst exponentsH, each random surface consisting
Nr5100 realizations with a resolution ofNf58192 points
per realization. As expected, the statistics converges t
Gaussian function for all the values ofH(HP@0,1#) consid-
ered here@see Fig. 1~a! for D51.9; note thatz(x) is shifted
and rescaled to have zero mean and unity variance#. Accord-
ing to the expected scaling properties to the self-affi
fractals,34,42 the normalized variance of increments shou
obey

VH~x!}uxu2H. ~3.1!

FIG. 1. ~a! PDF of heights~only for D51.9! and~b! variance of increments
for the self-affine random fractals numerically generated by means of
Voss’ algorithm withD51, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, and 1.99.
No. 1, 1 January 1998
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320 J. A. Sánchez-Gil and J. V. Garcı́a-Ramos: Direct electromagnetic enhancement in SERS
Thus by fitting our results presented in Fig. 1~b! to Eq. ~3.1!
in a log scale, the accuracy of the numerical generation
gorithm is checked. The agreement is good as long as
<H<0.9 within a wide range of horizontal scales.~Logi-
cally, the scaling behavior breaks down when reaching
lower N51 and upperN58192 limits of the discrete fracta
realizations.! Nonetheless, forH,0.1 andH>0.9, the fit of
VH(x) to the scaling law~3.1! yields some deviations from
the expected value ofH. We have verified that this deviatio
worsens as the resolution decreases~lower Nf!. In what fol-
lows, only three such cases will be considered;H51, H
50.1, andH50.01, for which H850.91, H850.16, and
H850.1 are retrieved, respectively. In spite of this, we s
find interesting to study such fractal surfaces, for they p
vide relevant information for fractal dimensions close to t
limits D51 and 2, respectively.

The sequences of random fractal numbers numeric
generated as mentioned above are mapped onto real sur
of the kind employed in SERS experiments19,29–31by assign-
ing a lengthLT552.7mm to each realization. The resolutio
(Nf51024) is such that the minimum size of the surfa
asperitiesDx551.45 nm closely resembles the typical siz
of the metal particles that form some widely used SE
substrates.30 Moreover, to reproduce such slowly varyin
profile below the lower spatial limit associated with the p
ticle shape, a cubic spline interpolation withni51 points is
performed. In this regard, it should be remarked that the
heights @d5^z2(x)&1/2# of the fractal surfaces studie
throughout this work are also comparable with such typi
sizes.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present the numerical results obtai
as described in Sec. II for the self-affine random fractal s
faces defined in Sec. III. In all the cases shown below, un
otherwise stated, a lengthL520.58mm consisting ofN
58005400(ni11) ~extracted fromNf51024! is taken per
realization, and the intercept of the Gaussian incident be
with the plane of the mean surface is kept constant regard
of the angle of incidence (W/cosu05L/4). This intercept
illuminates a sufficiently large region of the fractal surface
terms of the range of incident wavelengths considered be
(0.4mm,l,1.1mm). It should be emphasized that th
choice of scattering parameters, leaving aside its being v
realistic from the experimental standpoint, guarantees a
tionally that the random surface exhibits self-affine scal
for a large range of lengths~approximately from below one
tenth of the wavelength to beyond the illuminated area!, thus
covering the relevant scaling interval of this scattering pr
lem.

A. Near EM field

In Fig. 2, the intensity of thep-polarized EM near field
for normal incidence is shown in a region of about one wa
length above two Ag fractal surfaces of lengthL
510.29mm andd525.7 nm, corresponding, respectively,
D51.2 @Fig. 2~a!# and D51.99 @Fig. 2~b!#. At the wave-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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length of the incident beam (l5514.5 nm), the dielectric
function of silver is43 e.Ag(v)529.41ı0.8. Both in Figs.
2~a! and 2~b!, it is evident that the incident Gaussian bea
impinging on the Ag surface~lower part of the plot! is scat-
tered due to the surface roughness. The interference betw
the incident and scattered fields gives rise to the obser
intensity pattern with horizontal fringes of length limited b
the beam width. In Fig. 2~a! the EM field appears to be
weakly scattered, and a strong specularly reflected beam
sults in a well defined interference pattern, with the fi
maximum above the surface close toz5c(2p2fR)/(2v)

FIG. 2. Contour density plot of the near field intensity resulting from t
p-polarized scattering from a Ag fractal surface withu050°, d
525.725 nm, l5514.5 nm (e,529.41ı0.8), L510.29mm, W
5L/4 cosu0, andN5400. ~a! D51.2, and the maximum intensity isI max

50.05; ~b! D51.99 andI max50.11.
No. 1, 1 January 1998
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321J. A. Sánchez-Gil and J. V. Garcı́a-Ramos: Direct electromagnetic enhancement in SERS
5231 nm ~fR being the phase shift introduced by th
Fresnel coefficient on reflection!. The more rugged surfac
profile with D51.99 used in obtaining the results shown
Fig. 2~b! scatters the EM field more strongly, thus leading
both a weaker and more distorted reflected beam~the inter-
ference pattern appears blurred!, and to larger EM field in-
tensities in the proximity of the surfacez,l/4
5128.625 nm.

To gain physical insight into the origin of such FE, let
calculate the EM field resulting from subtracting the incide
and the singly scattered~in the geometrical optics sense!
fields from the total field. The latter field is numerically o
tained from the surface integral in the left-hand side of E
~2.1~a!!, upon replacing the exact source functions by th
Kirchhoff approximation expressions38

Ub$@x,z~x!#,v%5$17Rb@u~x!#%Ub
~ i !$@x,z~x!#,v%,

~4.1!

Rb being the Fresnel coefficient for the local angle of in
denceu(x)5u02dz/dx, and the minus~respectively, plus!
sign corresponding tob5s ~respectively,b5p!; a similar
expression holds for the normal derivative.38 In Fig. 3, the
intensity of the component of the doubly~and highly! scat-
tered EM fields is shown for the same fractal surfaces
used in Fig. 2, but for a smaller region in the vacuum up
z'l/4 above the surface. We observe in both Figs. 3~a! and
3~b! an interference pattern whose spatial frequency al
the surface indicates the existence of SPP with wave ve
k5(v/c)$e,(v)/@11e,(v)#%1/2 propagating in opposite
directions. Moreover, we have verified the excitation of S
by plotting in Fig. 4 the intensity from Fig. 3~b! along the
line x50 away from the interface; as expected, it close
follows the well known SPP exponential decay in the fo
exp@22b(v)z# with decay length l 5@2b(v)#215R$c
@212eAg

, (v)#1/2/(2v)#'119 nm ~R denoting the real
part!. Whereas for the surface with lower fractal dimensi
D51.2 the intensity of this field component is very we
~two orders of magnitude smaller than the incident fiel!,
there exist very strong intensities in Fig. 3~b!, comparable to
those of the incident and singly scattered EM fields.

Figures 3 and 4 thus support the argument that propa
ing SPP, excited due to the surface roughness, are res
sible for the occurrence of large FE for this kind of Ag i
terfaces. This is corroborated by the polarization selectiv
~our results fors polarization, not shown here, yield no re
evant FE, as expected!, which leads to the well known SER
selection rules.8 Similar qualitative behavior is encountere
in the numerical calculations of the near EM field for Au a
Cu surfaces, with the corresponding SPP wavelengths
decay lengths.

B. Surface EM field enhancement

Since the higher FE values are found precisely on top
the metal surface, in what follows we concentrate on
roughness and frequency dependence of the surface
field. For the random surfaces we are dealing with, this s
face EM field is a stochastic variable,40 so that its PDF will
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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be studied below. To that end, the FE factor@cf. Eq. ~2.5!# is
calculated within the central region of the incident beam s
2W/cosu0,x,W/cosu0 on every surface profile from a se
of Nr520 realizations, and for several angles of inciden
u050°,5°,...,60°. The PDFp@sb(v)# is then obtained
from 200 000 data points. Figure 5 shows thep@sp(v)# for
Ag fractal surfaces withd525.725 nm and different loca
fractal dimensionsD51, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 1.99, at the wav
lengthl5514.5 nm@eAg

, (v)529.41ı0.8#. It is evident in
Fig. 5 the strong dependence of the FE on the fractality
the rough surface. When the fractal dimension is small,
excitation of SPP is weak@see also Fig. 2~a! for D51.2#, and
the surface EM field is basically given by the Kirchhoff a
proximation@cf. Eq. ~4.1!#. This is clearly seen in Figs. 5~a!

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but only for the doubly~and highly! scattered field
intensity and a smaller near-field region.~a! D51.2 andI max50.00056;~b!
D51.99 andI max50.02.
No. 1, 1 January 1998
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322 J. A. Sánchez-Gil and J. V. Garcı́a-Ramos: Direct electromagnetic enhancement in SERS
and 5~b! for D51 and 1.2, respectively;p(sp) takes the
form of a convolution of narrow distributions for eachu0

centered about the flat surface FE factorsp
(0)'u1

1Rp(u0)u2 @with the maximum close to the normal inc
dence valuesp

(0);3.53#. Upon increasing the fractal dimen
sion, the roughness-induced excitation of SPP increase
that the surface FE can reach values larger thansp

(0) ~and
also smaller, as expected from energy conservation!. The dis-

FIG. 4. z-dependence of the doubly~and highly! scattered field intensity
~solid curve! from Fig. 3~b! along the linex50. The dashed curve shows th
exponential decay for a SPP on a flat surface.

FIG. 5. PDF of thep-polarized FE factorp@sp(v)# for Ag fractal surfaces
with rms heightd525.725 nm and several fractal dimensions;D51 ~a!, 1.2
~b!, 1.5 ~c!, 1.8 ~d!, 1.9 ~e!, and 1.99 ~f!. Other parameters arel
5514.5 nm (e,529.41ı0.8), W/l510 cosu0, L520.58 nm, andN
5800. Average overNdata5200 000 points fromNr520 realizations and
u050°,5°,...,60°.
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tribution of p(sp) thus widens as seen in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!
for D51.5 and 1.8. For high fractal dimensionsD51.9 and
1.99, the larger surface FE values are encountered, and
broadening of the PDF becomes even more pronoun
manifesting a slow decay for values ofsp beyond the maxi-
mum probability@see Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!#. Our results for Au
and Cu, not shown here, manifest the same dependenc
the PDF on the fractal dimension.

Therefore, despite the fact that the rms deviation
heights of the ensembles of random fractal surfaces use
Fig. 5 are all the same, the PDF differs significantly from o
fractal surface to another, in such a way that the higher
local fractal dimension is, the larger are the surface
found. The physical reason for this behavior has be
pointed in Ref. 40. The surface power spectrum, which pl
the role of the scattering potential, exhibits a power la
decay—with increasing spatial frequency—that is slower
higher D. Hence, upon increasing the fractality th
roughness-induced photon-SPP coupling is favored, wh
lies on the basis of the existence of large FE for the confi
ration being considered.

In Fig. 6 the influence of the rms roughness is shown
plotting p(sp) for d~nm!525.725, 51.45, 102.9, 205.8, an
308.7, in the case ofD51.9 @the other parameters as in Fig
5~e!#. Note that the increase of the rms height further bro
ens the PDF. In fact, the maximum probability shifts
lower values ofsp ~down to zero ford.102.9 nm!. Never-
theless, the tail of the distribution substantially grow
thereby revealing the occurrence of large surface FE.
have found values of up tosp

max*103, not only for the Ag
fractal surfaces used in Fig. 6, but also for Au and Cu s
faces with analogous roughness parameters; the average
face FE’s, however, lie well below~about 2 orders of mag
nitude!. Interestingly, we have not gone further up in th
increase of d for the sake of computation constrain

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5~e!, but for d(nm)525.725, 51.45, 102.9, 205.8, an
308.7.
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~namely, large number of pointsN required to accurately
sample such fractals with steep slopes!. With increasing
roughness, the onset of the Anderson localizat
regime,22–25owing to the strong SPP interference induced
the randomness, also helps to reinforce the surface FE. A
how, it should be mentioned that the SPP reradiation mec
nism beyond some value ofd preventssp from becoming
arbitrarily large in this configuration.14,15 This is what the
results shown in Fig. 6 seem to indicate, for the tail grow
saturates beyondd5102.9 nm.

In light of the results of Fig. 6, it is tempting to say th
largesp would also appear for the surfaces with smallD by
sufficiently raisingd. We have verified that this is not th
case by calculatingp(sp) as in Fig. 5~b! with D51.2 but for
d5514.5 nm~not shown here!. In spite of the strong rms
height of this fractal surface~formally equivalent to a large
overall scattering potential!, the fact that the relative weigh
in the surface power spectrum of the higher spatial freque
components with respect to the lower ones is preserved~for
it only depends onD! hinders the excitation by light of SP
~and thus the related FE! for D,1.5. It is worthwhile men-
tioning, however, that a weak FE not connected to the S
excitation can be observed within the selvedge of this kind
surfaces when the rms height is high enough as to ensur
occurrence of double~or higher! scattering processes in th
geometrical optics sense; this has been addressed in Re
This kind of weak FE, which we believe irrelevant to SER
on most widely used experimental configurations, is a
found fors-polarized waves. In this regard, we would like
point out thatp(ss), although not shown here, resembles
all the fractal surface parameters considered thus far the
row distribution ofp(sp) for D51 shown in Fig. 5~a!, con-
firming that no significant FE takes place fors polarization
~transverse electric modes!.

The wavelength dependence ofp@sp(v)# is studied in
Fig. 7 for D51.9 andd5102.9 nm for the excitation wave
lengthsl(nm)5413.3, 514.5, 619.9, 729.3, 826.6, and 10

FIG. 7. PDF of thep-polarized FE factorp@sp(v)# in a log scale for Ag
fractal surfaces withD51.9 and d5102.9 nm; l(nm)5413.3, 514.5,
619.9, 729.3, 826.6, and 1064~correspondingly,e,524.411ı0.73, 29.4
1ı0.8, 215.041ı1.02, 222.451ı1.4, 230.21ı1.6, and248.81ı3.16!.
Other parameters as in Fig. 5.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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~where the experimental values of the Ag dielectric functi
at such wavelengths are obtained from Ref. 43!. When the
wavelength diminishes, the maximum probability value d
creases approximately following the Fresnel coefficient
pendence at normal incidence@cf. Eq. ~4.1!#. At the same
time, the distribution widens for lower wavelengths, indica
ing that the fractal surface scatters light relatively mo
strongly. This stems from two facts; on the one hand, the
surface-plasmon wavelengthlSP521/2lp'222.2 nm is be-
ing approached;11 on the other, the roughness parameters
terms of the excitation wavelength become larger for sma
wavelengths. With respect to the occurrence of large FE,
observe in Fig. 7 that the tail of largesp(v) is built up with
decreasing wavelength down tol5619.9 nm, as somehow
expected according to the preceding argument, but beco
smaller again upon further lowering the excitation wav
length tol5413.3 nm.

This is more clearly seen in Fig. 8~a!, which shows the
wavelength dependence of the ensemble average value osp

for Ag, Au, and Cu. The experimental values of the dielect
functions for Au and Cu are also obtained from Ref. 43. T
behavior for the lower wavelengths is due to the increase
the bulk absorptive losses of propagating SPP when
proaching the surface-plasmon wavelength. This increas
the absorption is strengthened for Au and Cu, since the o
of interband transitions for these two metals, which contr
ute to raise considerably the imaginary part of the dielec
function,43 is reached for the wavelengthl'500 nm, in con-
trast to the case of Ag, for which this onset does not app
within the frequency range covered by Fig. 8. For lar
wavelengths,̂ sp& behaves similarly for the three metal
diminishing as the ratio of the roughness parameters to
incident wavelength also decreases~namely, the incident ra-

FIG. 8. Spectral dependence of~a! mean FE and~b! absorption for the same
fractal surface used in Fig. 7.~1!, Ag; ~3!, Au; ~s!, Cu.
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324 J. A. Sánchez-Gil and J. V. Garcı́a-Ramos: Direct electromagnetic enhancement in SERS
diation tends to ‘‘see’’ a smoother surface!. Therefore, Fig. 8
indicates that there exists an optimum excitation wavelen
aboutl5619.9 nm for Ag andl5729.3 nm for Au and Cu,
at which the maximumsp is found for the kind of fractal
surfaces dealt with in this work.

In Fig. 8~b! the absorption spectrum, derived from th
average reflectance calculations upon exploiting energy c
servation, is shown for the fractal surfaces used in Fig. 8~a!.
Interestingly enough, in our case the maximum in the
sorption spectrum does not necessarily correlate to the m
mum FE, for there are no narrow resonances. As a matte
fact, it should be mentioned that the preceding argumen
valid as long as no other frequency-selective mechanisms
present, such as localized surface plasmons associated
EM surface-shape resonances6,17 or even electronic transition
resonances.9

Finally, we compare in Fig. 9 thep(sp) for Ag, Au, and
Cu, at the corresponding optimum excitation waveleng
@see Fig. 8~a!#, in the case of a fractal surface characteriz
by D51.9 andd5308.7 nm. The three curves lie practical
on top of each other, revealing almost identical behavior
these metal surfaces provided that the optimum excita
frequency is used. Again, the latter statement is only true
the absence of narrow resonances. A resonance lying w
the range of interband transitions for Au and Cu, but outs
the range for Ag, would lead to a much lower FE for Au a
Cu than for Ag, owing to damping. In general, the fact th
the onset of such transitions in Ag occurs at a wavelen
l'300 nm, favors its use as a SERS substrate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a rigorous scatte
theory formulation based on the exact Green’s theorem i
gral equations that can be successfully applied to accoun
the full electrodynamic sense for the near EM field found
a corrugated metal surface illuminated by an incom

FIG. 9. PDF of thep-polarized FE factorp@sp(v)# in a log scale for Ag,
Au, and Cu fractal surfaces withD51.9 andd5308.7 nm at the optimum
excitation frequency. Solid curve, Ag atl5619.9 nm; dashed curve, Au a
l5729.3 nm; long-dashed curve, Cu atl5729.3 nm. Correspondingly
eAg

, 5215.041ı1.02, eAu
, 5218.91ı1.43, eCu

, 5219.61ı1.98. Other pa-
rameters as in Fig. 5.
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monochromatic beam. In this manner, the occurrence
large FE in the vicinity of self-affine fractal surfaces of A
Au, and Cu has been explored through numerical simula
calculations of both the near field pattern and the PDF
surface field enhancementsp(sb). This is important to the
understanding of the SERS EM mechanism on substr
consisting of fractally corrugated metal surfaces.

Our near field intensity contour maps give a rigoro
picture of the EM scattering mechanisms in the vicinity
the vacuum/metal interface. The behavior of the nonspec
component of the scattered field intensity as a function of
spatial coordinates indicates forp polarization the existence
of forward and backward propagating SPP along the in
face whose amplitude decays exponentially away from
mean surface profile. This in turn reveals that the roughne
induced excitation of propagating,p-polarized SPP lies on
the basis of the occurrence of large FE relevant to SERS
this configuration. The calculated PDF of the surface FE
counts for the transition from a narrow distribution center
about the planar surface FE@cf. Eq. ~4.1!# for weakly scat-
tering surfaces, to a broad, slowly decaying function wh
large sp takes place. In addition, this study shows that t
sp(v) for a given frequency increases with the local frac
dimension and with the rms height. Fractality seems to
more critical; no significant surface FE are encountered
small local fractal dimensions regardless of the rms heig
whereas for largeD even a very low surface roughnes
d/l;0.05 suffices to produce moderate FE.

The frequency dependence analysis of the PDF of s
face FE manifests the existence of an excitation wavelen
for which the surface FE is maximized. This optimum ex
tation wavelength observed for large fractal dimensions~at
aboutl'620 nm for Ag,l'730 nm for Au and Cu! stems
from a compromise between the fractal scatterer stren
~given by the roughness parameters normalized by the i
dent wavelength! responsible for light-SPP coupling, and th
SPP absorptive losses within the bulk metal. In addition
has been shown that the optimum wavelength does not c
cide with that at which the absorption spectrum yields
maximum. ~Recall also that no frequency resonances
present here.! All Ag, Au, and Cu surfaces manifest simila
abilities to produce large FE’s provided that the correspo
ing optimum excitation wavelength is used.

Large local FE maxima have been found here~sp

<103, so thatsSERS'106!; however the average values a
relatively modest. Leaving aside the existence of other n
purely EM mechanisms, we believe this to be due to
choice of fractal surface model, which nonetheless
proven to be very useful for both understanding the EM p
cesses being involved and quantitatively establishing rig
ous criteria as to the role played by surface fractality. T
EM scattering formulation presented here could be used
study other surface models and even adapted to take
account more complicated configurations. In addition, it p
vides rigorous calculations about the angular distribution
the scattered intensity of the elastic component.44
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